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Overview:  This guide will outline the current social media logic and setup for MDS Customers, the goal 

of our social media project is to easily identify and promote items in our product offerings that we 

would like to highlight. In addition to any manually updated items – the current system allows business 

logic to highlight and display products.  

Currently we have 5 automated templates of with a total of 5 items each  

 Template 1: Top 5 Latest Items – These are the newest items in stock based up the product 

master creation date field.  

 Template 2: Top 5 Sellers – These are the items we have sold the most of in terms of sales 

dollars over the last 12 months  

 Template 3: Top 5 Most Popular – These are the items we have sold the most of in terms of 

number of units over the last 12 months 

 Template 4: Top 5 Trending Items – These are the items we have sold the most of in terms of 

sales dollars over the last 2 months  

 Template 5: Top 5 Popular Trending Items – These are the items we have sold the most of in 

terms of number of units over the last 2 months 

And one overall template known as #HyGenDeals  

To advise clients of our deals – we use a hashtag which is a keyword with a # symbol in front of it. In our 

example it’s #HyGenDeals , This is unique enough that any search will find it, and not conflict with 

another company.  

The program will run nightly and calculate these items and post them to our blog (Hygen Happenings)  

http://hygenpharma.blogspot.com/ 
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It will then be posted to our Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/HyGenPharma  
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And our twitter feeds within 1 hr  https://twitter.com/hygenpharma 

 

 

 

In addition our website will pick up the latest twitter feeds and display them on our home page.  In the 

Hygen happenings section  
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Because we use the hashtag a search on Google, twitter, or face book will bring us to our deals quickly  

So simply tell potential and current clients to search for #HyGenDeals and they will quickly and easily 

find the latest deals.  

 



 

Once they find the deal and would like to order it – they can login to the website and click on the 

#HygenDeals hashtag under place an order; this is a combination of all the items that appear on the 5 

templates we automatically create. In our example there are only 19 items because we have some 

overlap on our products.  

 


